
Alvaria is aggressively trying to win your contact center business from your 
existing customers who have Noble Systems applications. This poses an 
immediate risk and threat because Alvaria has taken what was once an 
outbound-only Noble solution to a full contact center offering. 

In addition to the threat of losing your customers, Cisco v12.6 and above will 
simply no longer work with Noble Systems Dialer, OnQ, or Call Tech.

The Alvaria Threat:

What the Alvaria poaching threat really means 
for Cisco, Cisco VARs & Cisco Customers

How Noble & Aspect's Merger Created an 
Embedded Contact Center Competitor for 
Cisco's Ecosystem

The Poaching Threat

Noble End of Life

Acqueon Engagement is an advanced, outbound Campaign Manager, a 
dialer upgrade from Noble, and it supports all Cisco Contact Centers. By 
replacing Noble applications with Acqueon, you can build pipeline fast, 
protect your accounts, and improve customer outcomes with better
technology. 

How Acqueon’s Leading Technology Can Help



How the Noble & Aspect Merger 
Created a Dangerous Competitive 
Contact Center Threat for Cisco

In today’s dynamic contact center landscape, staying ahead of industry 
and market trends is vital to your success AND your customers’ success.

It’s important for you to deliver reliable, modern, and future-ready solutions 
to your customers and to ensure they have the best experience with the 
technology you’ve worked diligently to help them procure.  
 
All of your efforts could be capsized by an aggressive new competitor.
Alvaria is the entity formed by the 2021 Noble/Aspect merger and
if you have customers using Noble for outbound contact center in any 
part of their business, including areas you may not even service,
your account is at risk of being poached by Alvaria.

Generally speaking, outbound contact center teams work as profit centers 
within an organization; Alvaria is coming to squeeze an entire leg through 
the foot-in-the-door space already owned by Noble. Be ready to take 
action because, despite many weaknesses which we’ll dive into through 
this book, Alvaria’s business case may be compelling.

After all, most orgs are beholden to their outbound operations due to the 
profit/revenue-driven nature of core outbound use cases (Sales, Service & 
Collections). Consider what the Alvaria threat means for your Cisco busi
ness and if you’re okay with what that future entails. 



Large enterprises may have more than one division 
supported by separate contact centers. That’s why 
it’s critical to be vigilant for Noble Systems in your 
accounts— and not just in the division/s you service 
specifically.

If Alvaria gets traction or successfully compels any 
Noble-using division of the company, consider all 
contact center operations at risk for poaching.

Don’t wait—you need to address 
this threat before Alvaria steals
your customers (or their Noble
software stops working).



Keep your customers & protect against the poaching threat

Grow customer ARR with other divisions currently using Noble 
 
Upgrade customers to more advanced outbound technology  

Most Cisco customers will migrate
from v12.x to 12.6 in the next 12 months; 
this is a big business continuity risk as 
Cisco no longer supports Noble for 12.6.

Most outbound is done by blended
agents. Without Cisco support, agents
using Noble will be segregated from
inbound Cisco contact center agents.
The result is longer queue times &
higher agent costs to support
outbound queues.

Proactive, outbound agents generate
revenue & retention. Loss of collections,
sales, retention, or proactive service
activity negatively impacts business.

Acqueon’s campaign manager is
integrated with all Cisco platforms
(on-premises & cloud), it’s tested/
certified through version 12.6.

Acqueon has unmatched compliance,
true omnichannel, built-in real-time
conversational intelligence, propensity
models & seamless integration with
any Contact Center/CRM/EHR/CDP—
it’s proven to generate significant
contact center ROI & results.

All Acqueon licenses can be migrated
to the cloud from premise-based
Noble solutions.

You and your customers with Noble will face 
challenges very soon. But with Acqueon, you can:

Problems for Noble 
Customers & How 
Acqueon Can Help Problems & Risks

with Noble
How Acqueon
Can Help



Finding the Right Campaign 
Manager for Your Customers:

vs.

Seamless synchronization of campaign data 
& performance with other business systems 
to provide unified customer journeys across 
the enterprise (from the contact center to 
payment systems & help desk)

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Unified Enterprise Customer Journey Data 

Acqueon

Won’t pull data from enterprise systems beyond the 
CRM; Customer journey communication & customer 
preferences require aggregation of contact center 
and enterprise data 

Noble

 Noble Systems  

Acqueon is platform-agnostic, seamlessly
pre-integrated with the best contact centers 
& CRMs in the world

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Best Contact Center & Campaign Management

Acqueon

As a result of the 2021 Noble + Aspect merger forming 
Alvaria, Noble customers can no longer use Cisco or 
other best-of-breed solutions; only Alvaria will work 
with Noble

Noble

Acqueon Engagement

Supports true omnichannel outbound
campaigns that enable full/digital-first
transformation + conversational CX;
supports seamless voice, bi-directional SMS 
& email across any campaign

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Omnichannel Campaigns & Customer Engagement 

Handles only one-directional text campaigns but 
they’re cumbersome & not part of a single campaign 
strategy; No option for custom digital module

Noble

Acqueon



In early 2022, Acqueon launched enhanced 
Real-Time Agent Guidance, Real-Time 
Agent Coaching & Live QM built directly into 
the Conversational Engagement platform

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Fast Agent Ramp, Max Agent Productivity & Wins 

Acqueon

Noble doesn’t offer Real-Time Conversational
Intelligence capabilities  of any kind. 3rd party tools, 
applications & integrations are required to bring 
AI/NLP-powered agent assistance to Noble users.

Noble

Next Best Action & Next Best Contact
features, full customer journey orchestration,
multi-channel campaign disposition,
can move contacts to another campaign,
move agents based on their availablity

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Next Best Action 

Acqueon

Doesn’t offer Next Best Action or Next Best Contact 
features; no way for agents to take actions for
upsell/cross sell, defecting customer rescue or
successful collections/payments

Noble

Built from the ground up to be a
user/admin-friendly solution; UX is logical
and simple to navigate so agents utilize
and optimize the most powerful features

BUSINESS REQUIREMENT
Ease of Use 

Acqueon

Complex, clunky product interface minimizes
feature usage and impedes navigability for agents 

Noble

CONTINUITY RISK: 
Cisco ended Noble support for v12.6.
Alvaria is hunting your customers.

BUSINESS &

Are you prepared to help your customers?



In the last few months, we’ve helped 
top Banks, Health systems, Retailers, 
Telecom providers & many others
upgrade from Noble to Acqueon for 
outbound.

Let’s work together to make sure
Alvaria doesn’t poach your contact 
center and Cisco customers just
because they have a foothold in
Noble-using accounts.

AcqueonSwitch to
See who’s made the



The Acqueon product

What Acqueon’s Customers 
Are Saying: 

Let’s Work Together to Make 
Sure Alvaria Doesn’t Poach 
Your Contact Center        
Customers.

        is the perfect enhancement to the Cisco 
UCCX auto-dialer. It provides the needed flexibility to effectively 
and strategically manage campaigns. The implementation team 
was very thorough in gathering the information needed for a
successful deployment. When new federal regulations required 
we change the way we auto-dial certain customers, we engaged 
their pre-sales engineers to devise a way the system could be
altered to meet these requirements. This engineer went above 
and beyond to find a solution. Because of this, we were able to 
meet the federal regulations deadline for these changes.”

        - Nena S., Director, UC Technology

I appreciate the robustness of the LCM solution and  the 
ability to support customization for the complex campaign
management. The team we worked with on our implementation 
was very knowledgeable and had in-depth expertise…to advise us 
of the best way to implement our requirements. Our organization 
needs the flexibility to send out large volumes of appointment,
billing, other reminders. The solution surely offers a robust delivery 
capability. We have been able to reduce dependency on 3rd party 
vendors…which is a huge cost savings.”

       - Ann G., Technical Solutions Architect

“It just works and is easy to use. Very 
good interface. Logical. The product 
has everything we need to help run
our Cisco dialer.”

  – Enterprise Technical Administrator

Prevent poaching & protect your accounts—

GET STARTED

https://www.acqueon.com/?page_id=6699&preview=true

